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Abstract

The main goal of the research was to specify the features for the key competencies’ formation of teachers of labor education and technology and provide recommendations for their implementation based on the competence approach. The main method was a sociological survey among students majoring in “Labor Education and Technology”. As a result of research, the essential features which arise in the preparation of students of a specialty “Labor training and technologies” of the researched university are revealed. The differences between the competencies defined in the standard for the preparation of students majoring in “Labor Education and Technology” and the professional competencies of teachers are identified. As a result was shown that the success of the progress of forming qualified competencies is ensured by creating the following conditions: introduction of a systematic approach, implementation of a contextual approach through updating the possibilities of subjects for future qualified competence. Future teachers, according to their specialties and qualifications, stimulate the conducts and methods of their development. The practical significance of the study is to form recommendations and principles for the subject competence of students majoring in “Labor Education and Technology” taking into account their future professional needs.
1 Introduction

Modern ideas about the professional training of a teacher as a specialist are related to his/her competence and ability to transfer practical knowledge to his/her successors. The question of what knowledge and skills will be useful for graduates of teacher training institutions (HEIs) (and their employers) in the near or distant future in the practical development of new types of professional activity is of paramount importance. It is this knowledge and skills that will play a decisive role in improving the professional competence of young professionals, readiness to follow the norms accepted in pedagogical society, development of social mobility and activity of professionally literate, competent specialists, development of quality of life of not only an individual but also society as a whole. This refers to a systemic vision of the development of all subject areas, including technology (Lepistö & Lindfors, 2015; Khidoyatova et al., 2022).

The key competencies of students while studying in higher education institutions should be based on current regulations that define general approaches to the learning and training process. For HEIs, the standards of higher education of Ukraine for a certain specialty are taken as a basis, which contains a detailed description of competencies and program results of studying following the needs of the practice and the labor market.

Ukrainian Education Standards provide for the following competencies: fluency in the official language and the skill to communicate in native (if it is diverse from the official) and foreign languages, mathematical skills, competence in natural sciences, engineering, innovation, environmental competence, information, and communication competence, learning lifelong learning, civil and social competence, cultural competence, entrepreneurial and financial literacy, etc. Students who will work in secondary schools as teachers of labor education and technology must not only have professional competencies, but also soft competencies that together will promote professional and personal development on the education methods and procedures.

Bazurin (2018), proposed the issues and content of interdisciplinary responsibilities for "Labor training and technology (LTT)" specialty students. Tsisaruk (2020), describes the professional development features of the structural-functional model for labor education and technology future teachers. The proposed model is founded mainly on the social direction and included the predictable results of the continuous professional growth of the labor education and technology teacher through lifelong learning (Yüce et al., 2011; Schaper & Pervan, 2007).

Tsisaruk (2020), analyzes the results of the experiment of the professional growth of the labor education and technology future teachers during their independent work. The author’s results demonstrate the dynamics of professional development and the positive impact of lifelong learning. The issues of organizing project activities of labor education future teachers based on cloud technologies are described by Tsvilyk et al. (2018).

Kulyk et al. (2021), proposed a system of future labor education and technology teachers’ professional training with the help of modern digital technologies and showed that the absence or insufficiency of digital technology for future teachers’ training decreases the level of professional development and reduces teachers’ digital skills. Kulinka (2018), analyzes the possibilities of productive technologies in the design education of the labor education and technology future teachers and describes the specificity of design activities of such teachers in a productive learning environment, indicating the influence of qualified learning on the development of students’ design culture and justifying the methodological aspects of training.

---

Oleksiuk (2020), studies the design culture meaning approaches as a significant factor of future labor and technology teachers’ education, providing the ability to perform several graphics, practical, research, and project work, and also allow to perform and combine proficiency in graphics design and technology learning systems and promote the growth of design and technical thinking (Lin & Wang, 2012; Tseng et al., 2008; Shee & Wang, 2008). The project method in learning as one of the most promising innovative educational technologies is, according to Khyshchenko (2019), which creates conditions for creative self-development and self-realization of future teachers during their education in HEIs. As mentioned by the author, the core of design learning and game-designed learning students’ activity which provides a mixture of sensual, verbal, physical, informational analogs, provides for the introduction of the basics of design (Savinova et al., 2021).

In their scientific works, Chystiakova (2020), Aleksandrova (2013), Lopuschnyak et al. (2020), comprehend a place, role, and competence method potentials in the creation of an environmental culture of the labor education and technology future teachers. The author motivates the extreme necessity to introduce new methods in the specialists’ professional education, based on the content of the program educational documents, in which among the main competencies of education applicants is defined environmental, which includes a conscious of the ecological basics of nature management, the necessity to protect nature, compliance with the guidelines of conduct in nature, efficient usage of natural resources, considerate the background and connection of economic activities and environmental preservation to safeguard sustainable development of society (Kokko, 2021; Novoa, 2021).

The essence of the competence in the economics of the labor education and technology future teachers, according to Kurok & Kondratenko (2019), actualized by the need of society for competent teachers, accomplished of actual teaching activities in modern socio-economic circumstances. The formation of the necessary level of competencies in students is in full interdependence on the skill of the teacher, in specific, on the modeling of their competence in economics.

Stressing the importance of crafts from various pedagogical perspectives, Benić (2018), confirms the positive impact of handicrafts on learning (Sehnem et al., 2020; Koçak et al., 2013). Garber et al. (2018), addressing the issue and crafting by the school practices, present a collage of issues and practices, linking object creation, participatory culture, and socio-cultural transformation. Khyshchenko (2019), considers the following types of projects: research, information, and practice-oriented. So, despite such a significant number of scientific works related to the system of the subject learning field "Technology", still little studied remains the issue of preparing labor education and technology future teachers to form students' key competencies (Rieckmann, 2012; Chiru et al., 2012; Srisakda et al., 2016). The study aims to outline the training system for labor education and technology future teachers.

2 Materials and Methods

To regulate the system future teachers for the development of students' main competencies and to provide thematic recommendations for the implementation of practical elements, the authors conducted a sociological review between students of specialty “Labor Education and Technology” at Korolenko National Pedagogical University (Poltava, Ukraine). The survey was conducted among 700 students (500 bachelors and 200 masters) through active responses during class sessions on relevant topics. Data collection continued for eight months, data processing – two months. The answers to the questions of the questionnaire were taken into account in the semester results and added as bonus points to the evaluation system, which qualitatively affected the final result. Contents of the survey questions:

- Select from more to fewer components to form students' key competencies among such proposed: clarification of the category of the competence approach, correction of the idea of the consequence of the competence approach application, prediction of the presence of dynamic competencies in the specialist, formation, and development of the creative activity;
- Make the correlation of learning elements for lifelong professional development through independent work of two blocks. I block: consideration of the theoretical and methodological block of social order; procedural and semantic block; interactive development program and therapeutic and effective block.
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II block: purpose, conceptual principles, methodological approaches; structural components, strategies, forms, methods, means; criteria, indicators, levels;

- Make the ratio of students' main competencies according to Ukrainian Education Standards.

3 Results and Discussions

The results of the answers to the first question: the first place is a clarification of the competence approach category (45%), the second place is a correction of the idea of the competence approach result (35%), the third and fourth places are the predictions of the presence of dynamic competencies, formation and development of creative activity (10% each). The results are presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Components of future labor education and technology teachers' preparation to form students' key competences

The result of the student's answers to the second question by the pairwise view is presented in Figure 2.
The result of answers to the third question about relationship between the students' competencies according to Ukrainian Education Standards with the teachers' professional competencies are shown in Figure 3.

Thus, the obtained results outlined the grounds for scientific discussion and recommendations for the development of thematic principles.
Discussions

Valuable in the content aspect for our study are highlighted the provisions of world science on the growth of the subject area of crafts education (labor education and technology). Pöllänen & Urdzina-Deruma (2017), define craft education from such viewpoints: the existing craft education, the future problems, and the description of educational models which can improve labor education and technology. Kokko (2018), explored different approaches to craft education in higher education institutions and found differences related to the broader learning goals and career prospects of students.

The UNESCO resolution for the protection of cultural heritage was approved in some European countries. On such a basis, Kokko & Räisänen (2019), present the importance of craft education for support and development of fabric craft traditions in terms of the craft teachers’ education. Some authors describe the situation of craft education and training in Finland and determine that directly or indirectly on the progress of the craft education system the criteria of general basic education (Porko-Hudd et al., 2018; Widana et al., 2021). The consequences of the education system curriculum of future teachers are the problem to restructure the education and teachers' further education in general. For example, Finnish higher education institutions are experiencing continual reform due to the stressed financial condition. This gave rise to new approaches for collaborations between the four higher education institutions in Finland that offer slide knowledge education, craft, design, and skill education and craft studies. Ronkko et al. (2016), continuing their analysis of the Finnish craft curriculum emphasize the creativity of the student's skills, the achievement of various project tasks, and the application of projects. Educators focused on the technical aspect of learning view the opportunity for their students to participate in design projects as unnecessary or too challenging and distracting. Kokko (2018), Kokko et al. (2020), working on a study of craft science in Finland, Sweden, and Norway, identified different aspects of craft education through a multidisciplinary method, adjusting a variety of methods from other theoretical courses. In Sweden and Norway, craft studies have been established mainly in the field of architectural and social heritage preservation with attention to old-style skills and performative essentials of intangible cultural heritage.

Niiranen & Hilmola (2016), to introduce fairer gender equality in Russian HEEs and encourage efforts to involve more women in technology education, will offer a brief overview of gender processes that women can master while learning and implement them in technology education. In the world of science, there are certain provisions about the system of technological education, which can be used in a practical application for Ukrainian educators.

4 Conclusion

Consequently, the effectiveness of labor education and technology future teachers training is provided by creating such conditions: implementation of a systematic approach, implementation of contextual approach through the actualization of possibilities of academic subjects to form professional competence of future teachers taking into account their specialty and qualification, stimulation of self-development process of future teachers. The dynamics of students’ professional competence formation are shown through the system of interconnected stages (motivational-valuable, content, activity, and analytical-corrective), following each other in a certain sequence, within the framework of formation of the professional competence components (motivational-valuable, cognitive, activity, and reflexive). The application of an integrated approach to teaching the subject of labor education and technology led us to create recommendations for the model of forming the issue of student competence. The organization of this system is grounded on the next principles:

- Focusing on the self-value of the student as an educational process’ subject;
- Linking the professional orientation of the educational content with the probable future specialized activity;
- Correlation of professional education technology and regularities of person’s professional formation;
- Forward-looking nature of professional education;
- Orientation of professional education towards an individual experience of a pupil.

An important direction of further scientific research will be an attempt to derive the methodology of activity-based learning under the above principles. The practical significance of the study is to form recommendations and principles for the subject competence of students majoring in "Labor Education and Technology" taking into account their future professional needs.
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